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Abstract: Visual contracts provide a diagrammatic notation for pre- and post-
conditions as alternative to the Object-Constraint Language (OCL) or code-level
contract languages. Using visual contracts for testing, we benefit from their exe-
cutability and formal background in graph transformation to provide model-based
test oracles and coverage criteria. Based on a static analysis of their dependencies
and conflicts, in this paper we use visual contracts to generate test cases according
to these coverage criteria.
Together with previous work, this adds up to a comprehensive approach aiming to
automate the three major challenges of testing through the use of models.
Keywords: graph transformation, services, visual contracts, test case generation
1 Introduction
Testing involves a variety of activities, including test case generation to create a test suite, cover-
age analysis to assess its quality, and oracles to predict expected results. Like black-box methods
in general, model-based approaches do not require access to source code and are therefore suit-
able for interface-based testing of components or services.
Visual contracts were developed for interface specification in [HHL05] and have been used
for model-based testing in [LMH07, GMWE09]. Using a formal interpretation in terms of typed
graph transformation, they are executable and hence suitable for the generation of test ora-
cles [KRH12b]. Theory and tools of graph transformation also provide support for the definition
and evaluation of coverage criteria [KRH12a], but the generation of test cases based on these
criteria remains an open problem.
In this paper we focus on dependency cover in order to derive test cases, defined on the depen-
dency graph DG extracted from a set of visual contracts. Coverage is achieved if all dependencies
in DG are observed at runtime [KRH12a]. By generating sequences of rules likely to exercise
these dependencies and validating their executability on the model, we can produce test cases
that are guaranteed to achieve full coverage if they are fully executable on the system under test
(SUT).
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Given a set of visual contracts and their dependency graph, the generation is an iteration of
three steps. First, acyclic paths from a suitable start rule in the dependency graph are gener-
ated, augmented by additional rules to cater for cases with multiple dependencies. Second, these
sequences are validated over the model by executing the rules. If they are not executable, the
sequences are dropped. Information from the dependency analysis about overlaps of matches
and co-matches is used to determine partial matches, which are completed randomly. In this
way we are sure to obtain sequences that exercise dependencies. As part of the validation, exe-
cutable invocation sequences and coverage are recorded. If coverage is complete, the generation
terminates, otherwise there is another iteration. We also terminate when no further progress is
made.
After introducing some background on visual contracts in Section 2 and defining dependency
cover in Section 3, we present the algorithm in more detail in Section 4 and evaluate its quality
and scalability in Section 5. The paper concludes with a discussion of related work in Section 6
and of limitations and possible extensions in Section 7.
2 Visual Contracts
A visual contract represents pre- and post-conditions of an operation [HHL05] as a pair of ob-
ject diagrams. We formalise visual contracts as rules in a typed attributed graph transformation
system with rule signatures (TAGTS), as shown in Figure 1. As a running example we consider
a service for managing hotel guests. A registered guest can book a room subject to availability.
There are no booking charges and the bill starts to accumulate once the room is occupied. Since
payment details are already with the hotel, the bill is automatically deducted when the guest an-
nounces their intention to leave. They can check out successfully only when the bill is paid. The
type graph for this system is shown in Fig. 2(a) using AGG [AGG07] notation.
Formally, such a model is represented by a typed attributed graph transformation system with
rule signatures, consisting of an attributed type graph, rule names with parameter declarations,
and for each name a set of rules representing the different outcomes of the operation [HKM11].
Definition 1 (TAGTS with rule signatures) A typed attributed graph transformation system
with rule signatures is a tuple G = (T G,P,X ,pi,σ) where T G is an attributed type graph, P is a
countable set of rule names, X is a set of variables, pi and σ assign to each rule name p a finite
set of rules pi(p) over T G with local attribute variables in X and a list of formal input and output
parameters σ(p) = x¯ = (q1x1 : s1, . . . ,qnxn : sn) where qi ∈ {ε,out} and xi ∈ Xsi for 1≤ i≤ n. We
write p’s rule signature as p(x¯).
That means, we associate a rule signature with each visual contract [KRH12b], consisting
of the name of the contract and formal input and output parameters that refer to variables in
attribute expressions. Consider Figure 1, where the signature bookRoom(r:int, n:String) has pa-
rameters r and n, also used in contract bookRoom to represent the possible attribute values for
room and name. This allows us to relate visual contracts to operations in the system under test,
represent invocations of operations and their actual parameters and results at the model level by
observations on transformations, their matches and co-matches [KRH12a]. For example, given
the transformation sequence in Figure 3(a), its observation is shown in Figure 3(b), with actual
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Figure 1: Visual contracts for the Hotel example
(a) Type Graph (b) Start Graph
Figure 2: Type graph (a) and start graph (b)
parameters n = “Tim” and r = 1.
Instance graphs, typed over the type graph, represent sample states of a hotel with only one
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Figure 3: An example transformation sequence and its observation
room and one registered guest. A test case combines a graph defining its initial state with a
sequence of invocations, i.e., rule names with input parameters instantiated either by constant
values or output parameters of earlier invocations.
Example 1 (test case) Considering the transformation sequence in Figure 3 (a), a test case
t = (G0,s) is given by the graph G0 in Figure 2(b) and sequence s below.
s = bookRoom(“Tim, 1);occupyRoom(“Tim”, 1, bNo);updateBill(bNo, 250);
clearBill(bNo);checkout(“Tim”, 1, bNo)
A test case, once executed, becomes an observation sequence as shown in Figure 3 (b) by
instantiating invocations. For sequence s above and bNo = 1023 we obtain observation sequence
bookRoom(“Tim′′, 1);occupyRoom(“Tim′′, 1, 1023);updateBill(1023, 250);
clearBill(1023);checkout(“Tim′′, 1, 1023)
3 Dependencies and Coverage
In this section, we show how to extract a dependency graph for a system under test (SUT) from
the available interface specification based on visual contracts. A dependency graph (DG) pro-
vides us with a visual representation of dependencies allowing us to study coverage criteria at
the interface level. The nodes represent rules while edges indicate the dependencies between
them. The edges also bear annotations at the start and the end of the edge to show if the data was
created, read, updated or deleted by these rule applications.
Definition 2 (asymmetric dependencies) Given two rules p1, p2, We say that p1 may enable p2,
written p1 ≺ p2, if there are steps G0 p1,m1=⇒ G1 p2,m2=⇒ G2 without j : L2→ D1 such that m2 = r∗1 ◦ j.
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For example we find a dependency bookRoom≺ occupyRoom. Using this definition, we define
a dependency graph as follows.
Definition 3 (dependency graph) A dependency graph DG = 〈G,OP,op, lab〉 is a structure
where
• G = 〈V,E,src, tar〉 is a graph,
• OP is a set of (names of) operations,
• op : V → OP maps vertices to operation names,
• lab : E → {c,r,d}×{c,r,d} is a labeling function distinguishing source and target types
create, read, delete
As anticipated, rules are represented by nodes labeled by rule names, while edges represent
dependencies between them.
Definition 4 (dependency graph of TAGTS with rule signatures) Given a TAGTS with rule
signatures G = (T G,P,X ,pi,σ), its dependency graph DG(G ) = 〈G,OP,op, lab〉 with G =




({p}×pi(p)) as the set of all rules tagged by their names. If s1 ∈ pi(p) we write
p1 : s1 ∈V .
• E ⊆V ×V such that:
– e = (p1 : s1, p2 : s2) ∈ E if p1 : s1 may enable p2 : s2, i.e., there are steps G p1:s1,m1=⇒
H1
p2:s2,m2
=⇒ H2 such that the second step requires the first. The role labels are defined
as follows, where the second case takes precedence over the first.
1. If an element created by the first step is read by the second, lab(e) = 〈c,r〉.
2. If an element created by the first step is deleted by the second, lab(e) = 〈c,d〉
• OP = P is the set of rule names.
• op : V → OP is defined by op(p : s) = p
Example 2 (dependency graph) Using the example in Fig. 1 we can draw a dependency graph
as shown in Fig. 4. Consider the edge between nodes bookRoom and occupyRoom labelled
〈c,r〉. That means, an object created during the first operation bookRoom is read by the second
operation occupyRoom. The cr edge between updateBill and checkout is due to attribute unpaid.
The first rule sets the value 0 and the second reads it.
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Figure 4: Dependency Graph of TAGT S representing hotel web service
When annotating edges, we denote create by c, read by r and delete by d. If an operation
updates an attribute value, this is capture by a c labelling since the link between the attribute and
its previous value is deleted and a link to a new value is created. As stated above, we drop the cr
label if the same edge also has a cd label, because deletion implies read access. This allows us
to restrict labels to {c}×{r, d} for the purpose of this paper (as opposed to the more general set
{c, u, r, d}×{c, u, r, d} discussed in [HKM11]).
4 Test Case Generation
In this section, we introduce our approach to test case generation and describe the algorithm to
generate sequences exercising the dependencies between rules and to record coverage. Given the
dependency graph DG and initial graph G0, first we find out which of the rules are applicable to
the start graph. Choosing one of them for the first step, we compute all paths through DG which
apply each rule at most once, starting with the chosen rule. This provides us with a set S of rule
sequences.
We enrich sequences in S to cater for rules with multiple dependencies, i.e., p ≺ r and q ≺ r
may first lead to a sequence . . . p;r . . . which is then augmented to . . . p;q;r . . . . Finally, we
remove redundant sequences, i.e., sequences s that are contained in larger sequences as in s1;s;s2.
Example 3 (rule sequences) For the example in Figure 1, based on the start graph in Figure 2(b)
our tool reports bookRoom as the only applicable rule. We use this rule to generate a set of pos-
sible sequences, say {s1 = bookRoom;occupyRooom,s2 = bookRoom;checkout}. Considering
s2, we need occupyRoom to be included since occupyRoom ≺ checkout. Therefore, we extend
s2 to s′2 = bookRoom ; occupyRoom; checkout. Then we find that s
′
2 subsumes s1, so running s1
would not improve coverage. Hence we drop s1 from the set.
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Next, we try to run the sequence to see if it is executable and compute the number of depen-
dency edges it covers to find out if its execution results in additional coverage. To execute our
rule sequences we have to determine the rule’s matches. A match for the first rule is given by
the assumption that we start with a rule that is applicable to the start graph. We then propagate
matching information from rule to rule based on the potential dependencies behind the edges in
the dependency graph. Applying a rule pi in a sequence . . . pi; pi+1 . . . we obtain its co-match m∗i .
A potential dependency for (pi, pi+1) is based on a graph X into which both the right-hand side
of pi and the left-hand side of pi+1 are embedded. The overlap of the two graphs in X is used to
determine a partial match for pi+1 from the co-match of pi. This partial match is completed ran-
domly, if possible. If no completion exists, another potential dependency for the pair (pi, pi+1)
is chosen until, as a last resort, any match for pi+1 is accepted. If no such match exists, the step
is dropped from the sequence and we continue with the next rule.
In order to derive the actual test cases, rule parameters have to be instantiated. This is done
using the relationship between transformation sequences and their observations. In essence, each
match contains an assignment of all the rule’s parameters, from which we can select the input
parameters to define an invocation. In an invocation sequence, some input parameters will be
instantiated by output parameters of previous steps. This is realised by extracting from each
(co-)match the substitution on output parameters and applying it to the rest of the invocations
in the sequence. In this way, an executable sequence of invocations is generated as a result of
the validation of the rule sequence. For successful sequences, coverage is determined and the
resulting invocation sequence is added to the test suite.
Figure 5: coverage table
We iterate through the steps above as long as we observe an improvement of coverage, or
until coverage is complete. At the end of each run, we report the status by displaying which
sequences have failed and what was the resulting coverage. In our prototype, we also ask the
user if they would like to continue for one more iteration. In each new iteration we only select
those additional sequences that improve coverage. We report the resulting test cases in a text
file. For example, in the case of the rule sequence s′2 = bookRoom ; occupyRoom; checkout
discussed in Example 3, the resulting test case is bookRoom(“Jim", 1); occupyRoom(“Jim", 1,
100); checkout(“Jim", 1, 100).
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In order to compute test coverage, we execute the resulting test cases on the model using AGG
as discussed in detail in [KRH12a]. We update coverage information and check if all edges are
covered. The coverage table shown in Figure 5 presents the dependency information, indicating
the outcome of a single run. Dependencies covered are annotated with “C" and uncovered ones
are shown as “N", while the absence of a dependency relation between two rules is represented
with a “-". We are able to cover cyclic dependencies as well, such as in our Hotel example where
bookRoom(“Jim", 1) is dependent upon checkout(“Jim", 1, 100) and vice versa.
Example 4 (coverage of dependencies) Executing test case t = bookRoom(“Jim", 1); occupy-
Room(“Jim", 1, 100); checkout(“Jim", 1, 100), we observe an overlap between the co-match
of the first and the match of the second step exercising the cr dependency between them. In
particular, the bookingInfo edge created by bookRoom is read by occupyRoom.
5 Evaluation
For evaluating our approach, we ask the following questions:
1. What is the time needed to generate test cases, validating them and assessing coverage?
2. How complete is the resulting test suite?
3. Does the approach scale to larger examples?
In order to answer the first question, we report on the time to generated the dependency graph
and for the execution of the tests on the model to assess model-level coverage. To address the
second question, we execute the resulting test cases on the implementation and use the NCover1
tool to calculate code-based coverage for a test set that provides full dependency cover. We use
a second, larger case study of a Bug Tracking service to evaluate scalability.
We report the results for the Hotel application in the first row of Table 1. The time taken by our
tool to generate test cases, validate their executability and measure coverage is reported under
test generation in the third column of Table 1. This time does not include dependency analysis,
which is only conducted once when generating the dependency graph and reused until there is
an evolution in the model. The time taken for dependency analysis for the Hotel example was
19.029 seconds, while 228.822 seconds were spent on the BTSys case study. In both cases, full
dependency coverage was achieved after two iterations. The figures also do not include the time
required for running the tests on the SUT, which is outside the scope of test case generation.
We achieve a code-based coverage of 82% for sequence points and 87% for function points
(jointly comparable to statement cover in the classical terminology of white-box testing for
imperative languages). A more detailed analysis reveals that the shortfall is due to additional,
IDE-generated code, exception handling, and dead code, but also due to the insufficiency of
dependency cover as the only model-based criterion. In fact, in [KRH12b] we also considered
coverage of conflicts as well as rules that are not in conflict or dependency with any other one.
Incorporating these criteria is a topic for future work.
1 available at http://www.ncover.com/
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SUT
S/N Application # of # of test test generation Sequence points Functions
rules cases in seconds Coverage Coverage
1. Hotel Service 9 18 3.123 82% 87%
2. BTSys 31 135 20.202 84% 89%
Table 1: Label combinations indicating conflicts and dependencies
In order to address the third question, we have derived a Web service from the open source
Bug Tracking application BTSys2, replacing its GUI by a service interface. The service is imple-
mented in C# and provides operations to manage projects and users, report faults and issues. etc.
Development teams can access fault reports and update their status.
We run our test case generation for BTSys and report the results in the second row of Table 1.
As might be expected, the growth of the number of test cases per number of rules is well above
linear, but the time taken to generate them is 0.17 seconds per test case for the Hotel example
vs. 0.15 seconds per test case for the Bug Tracker. The coverage figures are also comparable,
with a marginal gain due to the fact that there was no independent rule (i.e., outside the scope of
dependency cover) in BTSys.
While results are encouraging, there are some obvious weaknesses in the evaluation. With 9
and 31 rules, both systems are relatively small when compared to industry-size applications. The
difficulty is that, while larger benchmark applications are available for software testing, they do
not come with visual contracts. The creation of these for a large applications is a significant
effort in itself. This points to another potential omission in our analysis, the cost of creating the
contracts in the first place, which has to be born out by the benefit of using them for automating
the relevant testing activities.
6 Related Work
Model-based software testing as a means to automate testing activities has been investigated
by [NFTJ06, GHV, SAV+06], among others. Visual contracts have been used for testing, e.g.,
in [LSE05, KRH12a], and more specifically for the generation of test cases in [GMWE09, KA09,
SG10]. The approach proposed in [GMWE09] uses visual contracts as system specifications and
translates them to the Java modeling language (JML) to create test oracles. In order to translate
logical into executable test cases, they derive concrete pre-states of the system from model-level
representations and automate the checking the post-states against post conditions.
The derivation of test cases for service-oriented systems is investigated in [GHV] based on a
platform metamodel for SOA and graph transformation rules describing the platform behaviour.
Rule sequences are generated as counter examples using model checking based on Groove and
LTSA. Our approach does not use model checking but is based on AGG for dependency analysis
and validation of rule sequences generated by traversing the dependency graph.
The work in [SG10] uses visual contracts, translating them into a PDDL (Planning Domain
2 available at http://btsys.sourceforge.net/
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Definition Language), so that planning tools can be used for generating tests. Sequences of rules
are computed based on an encoding of the initial system state in order to reach a state satisfying
a given requirement. The authors compare their approach to the alternative (mentioned above) of
using a model checker to generate the state space and find test sequences. They observe that the
use of heuristics allows them to do without the generation of the full state space, so avoiding part
of the state space explosion problem of model checking. Our approach is not state based at all,
but focusses on the dependencies between rules instead. Starting out from a notion of coverage, a
well-defined quality of the test suite is guaranteed and we evaluate how close this quality comes
to traditional code-based criteria.
Many approaches to model-based testing use state machines, sequence diagrams, or the Ob-
ject Constraint Language (OCL). In [OA99] software cost reduction (SCR) specifications pro-
vide state machines for test case generation against transition coverage, full predicate coverage,
transition-pair coverage, and complete sequence coverage. Use cases augmented with contracts
in OCL are considered in [NFTJ06] for the same purpose. Use cases are simulated and a transi-
tion system is derived, which is used for test case generation in analogy to the model checking
approaches discussed earlier. The authors also analyse the implementation of their case study
to identify dead code, functional code, and code to validate user and environmental inputs and
show that their test cases provide complete statement cover on most categories. The generation
of test cases for non-functional code from functional specifications is an interesting question for
future work.
The C# extension Spec# is considered in [KA09] to support test case generation from code-
based contracts. The approach uses mutation of contracts to create test cases distinguishing the
mutated and original contracts and highlights cases where the implementation is found adhering
to mutated instead of actually specified contracts.
Test case generation using dependency analysis is proposed in [PL11]. The authors con-
sider information from user sessions and construct a request dependence graph for web ap-
plications. Source code analysis is conducted to construct this dependence graph where test
cases are developed to test the transition relations between web pages. The approach discussed
in [BL02b, BL02a] considers UML artefacts for test case generation and uses activity diagrams
to represent system level dependencies between use cases. In our approach, analysis is based on
dependencies extracted from graph transformation rules.
The work presented in [NMS09] discusses coverage analysis for object-oriented systems con-
sidering dependency information. The authors propose a call-based system dependence graph
using the control or data dependencies between statements and calls in a method. Our approach
uses dependency-based coverage at the model rather than the implementation level.
We have proposed an approach to use data dependencies as a means to derive test cases based
on model-based coverage criteria proposed in [KRH12a]. Our approach differs from [GMWE09]
and [SG10] in the use of dependency analysis as opposed to state-space generation or search.
With respect to state machine or sequence diagram models, we focus on changes to data rather
than communication behaviour. Other data-oriented approaches such as [OA99] and [NFTJ06]
use textual logics such as OCL or Spec# while we start out from visual contracts that are more
in line with diagrammatic modelling and more easily accessible for practitioners.
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7 Conclusion and Outlook
We specify operations by visual contracts, defining pre- and post-conditions formally as rules in
a graph transformation system. This provides us with an executable model where we can analyse
dependencies in order to construct a dependency graph which we use to define coverage and
to generate test cases. We evaluate our approach in terms of both time taken and code-based
coverage achieved.
In addition to considering dependency cover, we plan to extend our approach by including
coverage of conflicts, intuitively corresponding to branches in the code, as well as of isolated
rules. To increase expressiveness, we plan to extend the approach to rules with negative ap-
plication conditions and multi objects. Finally, after having developed a coherent set of separate
components, we are investigating alternative ways of interleaving test case generation, execution,
oracles and coverage analysis, for example in order to generate test cases at runtime, depending
on the response of the SUT to test cases generated previously.
To address weaknesses in the evaluation, we plan to work on larger and more realistic cases
studies.
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